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The analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism V9.n0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Many computer users are known to use
GraphWorks Pro to make changes to the visual form of their sites and to the underlying documents for reading documents. However, there are a
number of limitations, usually created by the GraphWeb architecture or extended by libraries such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, or contained in the
source code. Some of them: working with dynamic forms requires additional knowledge; it is necessary to navigate in MS WORD characters,
because the text is very easy to "spoil"; most of the work can only be done using code and a ready-made library. Given these circumstances, as
well as the impossibility in current versions of GraphSearch to fully work with HTML, graphic and text files, the ability to work in GraphSpy, a
built-in GraphTools browser that adapts to various interfaces, has become very popular. It can not only view and edit HTML documents and
multimedia files, but also supports modern graphic formats, HTML5 technologies, and many others. "First movers", as a rule, do not devote
enough time to updating the code, which leads to its obsolescence and often to errors. In this regard, the occurrence of a large number of errors
leads to the loss of a large amount of data. Any of the GraphScanner users has the opportunity, using modern code layout tools, to almost
completely get rid of "garbage" that introduces distortions into visible images, such as color and background, and this will not only ensure the
correct operation of the user interface, but will be able to preserve the original and unique visual component, which only distinguishes
GraphScript. The technologies used by Graphscanner are open, used by many programmers, which can significantly reduce the time required to
work on a project. To search for errors in GS - they are used in the form of convenient comments, to make corrections and refine the code - in
the form of manual styles, to solve system problems - in the GraphDocumentReader library for maintaining a database and exporting system
queries for debugging, including - to real time. Among the most common errors, the most common are: Returns to the original state at the lower
level. Getting data that changes the original data. Returns and exclusions
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